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Welcome, everyone, to September! We're supposed to be on the doorstep to Autumn, but I agree, it certainly
doesn't feel like it.
August was a pretty good month. I got to spend two weeks in Hawaii for the Air Force and got some
fishing in. While I worked more that I thought I would (which meant I got to fish less), I did get to spend
one whole day on the water . The place was called Hickam Flats and it was a bonefish flat right there on
base. I saw 8 bonefish total, including one that came within 8 feet of me that was probably close to 2 feet
in length. I didn't get any bites from the bonefish, I did have a small black tip reef shark bite and then get
off. I had a hit from something later in the day, but I have no idea what it was and I missed it. I ended up
not catching any fish, but I learned a lot and spent a great day on the water. I haven't spent any time in the
salt in the last couple of years and it was a great way to recharge the batteries.
After I got back, I redeemed my “Weekend of Fishing at Tom Horvath's Cabin” that I won in last year's
Christmas Raffle. The weather was fantastic and Tom and his wife, Mindy, were gracious hosts. The fishing, on the other hand, was tough. Tom, myself and Skip Culbert hit a small bass/trout lake on Friday night
and we all had fun with the small largemouths there.
Saturday we went to Christmas Tree and got into the tough fishing. All three of us tried just about everything we had and didn't catch a thing. No one else on the lake did, either, and then the afternoon storms
rolled in. Lightning and 9' fly rods just don't mix.
Sunday morning we tried Drift Fence and while Christmas Tree was crystal clear, Drift Fence had an
algae bloom going on and looked like pea soup. Tom's friend John joined us and caught his first two trout
on a fly rod ever. Tom and Skip managed fish and I, using the flies everyone else was catching fish on, still
managed to get skunked. I still don't know what I was doing wrong. I guess I was just confirming my status
as The King of Fish Challenged.
This month we have Ken Hanley, one of the premier surf-casting fly anglers in the world, coming to do
a presentation. I've read a couple of his books and can't wait for him to get here.
This month's outing is to Queen Creek Golf Club for golf course bluegills, bass and whatever else we
can find. It may be hot, but this will be a lot of fun. Bring a three weight, some poppers and have a blast!
In the meantime, have a good month, stay cool and go catch some fish.
Tight lines,
Mike
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Newsletter E-mail distribution...
We don’t want to name names but need everyone’s help. We have 7 or 8 emails addresses for the newsletter that come
back as non deliverable. We would ask them to supply a correction but that email comes back too.
If you hear someone hasn’t received a newsletter by email the weekend prior to the meeting, contact Dave Weaver or
Bob Harrison. If you want to know which members emails are coming back undeliverable catch Dave or me at the meeting. We can see if you have one that works or another way to contact them and get a correction.
Bob Harrison

DFC SEPTEMBER 2011 PROGRAM...
KEN HANLEY
From panfish to roosterfish, he’s caught over 90 different species of fresh and saltwater gamefish.
Ken Hanley has been conducting fishing and adventure specialty programs since 1970. Over 15,000
students have taken advantage of Ken’s varied programs both in the field and on the water. His
award-winning instructional programs are well respected throughout the adventure industry.
Ken’s instructional DVD’s cover a variety of gamefish; from saltwater salmon to largemouth bass. He’s
the author of seven books. Ken also writes and photographs for national and regional publications
in the outdoor industry. Ken’s extensive field experience spans the globe; from the highest peaks
in Tibet and the Himalaya, to the remote wilderness regions of Asia, New Zealand, Mexico, Europe,
and North America....Come check out this program for all of you DFC Trout Bums...see you for sure
on the 14th!

LEAVE ONLY FOOTPRINTS BEHIND WHEN WALKING THE PATHWAYS OF OUR ARIZONA ENVIRONMENT
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Return to the White Mountains of Arizona

...Notes from Gentry Smith

Becker Lake Outing Recap
Like a much anticipated monsoon shower, the Desert Fly Casters rolled into Springerville, Arizona. Our trucks, SUVs and sedans exploding with
pontoon boats, fly fishing gear and giddy anglers. We were on a mission to explore Becker Lake, survey the damage from the recent Wallow Fire
and escape the brutal heat of the valley for a long weekend.
Our base of operation, for this trip, was the Rode Inn located only a couple miles up the road past Becker Lake. Everyone from our group arrived
at various times on Thursday - some got later starts, some drove around to survey the area lakes first and a few couldn’t resist fishing before going
to the motel. Regardless of what time we got there, we were all greeted by the motel’s friendly staff. We found the rooms were clean, comfortable
and more than adequately equipped for our needs. It wasn’t long before we had a virtual campfire circle, with guys gathering outside of our rooms,
to share what they had learned from the day. The good news, despite how devastating the fires had been, was that the majority of the lakes seemed
to be showing little adverse effects. A few lakes were significantly lower as a result of the water being used to fight the fires, particularly Carnero and
Lee Valley, but overall they were in pretty good shape. In fact most actually seemed to be benefiting from the lack of pressure for the past couple
months. This was very good news, to say the least.

Becker Lake
Most of us primarily focus our fishing efforts on Becker, since after all this was the Becker Lake Club Outing and we were in such close proximity. The
reports leading up to the trip had been pretty encouraging for Becker, especially since going Catch & Release this past January. As part of the C&R
effort there is even a lake host now stationed at Becker to monitor the lake for possible poaching and to educate individual on the proper handling of
fish to be immediately released. We have the White Mountains Lakes Foundation, working in conjunction with Arizona Game & Fish Department,
to thank for making this dream into a reality. Andrew, the new lake host is stationed in the trailer on the hill behind the parking lot. He seems like a
very likeable guy with a witty personality. Be sure to stop by and say, “Hello” and thank him for his presence.
Once we were on the water a few items became quickly apparent. First, the water was a bit on the warmer
side at about 72 degrees. Second, we were going to have to really work to catch these fish due to the obvious
stress the water temperature was causing them. And third it was still going to be totally worth every minute as
our initial fish landed were all quality fish.
Becker wasn’t the place to be if you were looking for a double-digit day, but if your goal was to land larger
trout with the possibility of a personal record (at least for most fishermen), then it was a great choice. While
the action was far from non-stop, especially early in the morning, it was fairly consistent with someone hooking up every 10 minutes
or so. The initial fish landed were mostly 16-inchers. Doug Amos was one of the first guys in our group to land an 18-inch plus-sized rainbow, which was his first fish on a
fly rod - I think we would all agree Doug is off to a pretty good start!
Despite the slower start to the trout fishing most days, the bluegill bite was consistent enough to easily pass the time. As the day progressed the trout bite
seemed to improve, with the best fishing being between 8am and 10am. This is when we started to see larger trout, some in the 20-inch and above range.
However, more of these fish were lost than landed. Some would instantly snap 3X and 4X tippets. Others would come unbuttoned in the weedy bottom.
More than once it was hard to tell whether the angler was playing the fish or if it was the other way around. I’m not kidding; there are some really big fish
in that lake already and we are only seeing the beginning of the C&R benefits. This lake is likely to explode as, “The Trophy Trout Destination in Arizona,”
for years to come.
The hatches at Becker were far from prolific, but there were still bugs in the water. At times damsel flies were
pretty thick over along the cat tails by the bank and mayflies could be found coming up from the weedier areas
in the middle of the lake. There was even the occasional winged-ant or grasshopper stuck to the water’s surface.
However, the fish just didn’t seem to be keying in on any one of these in particular. Yes, you could land a trout here or there on damsel fly, but not with any real consistency. My guess is they were concentrating in the cooler water pockets and not wanting to venture
too far for food… unless they absolutely had too. One angler carefully extracted the stomach contents to reveal that the trout were
feeding almost exclusively on midges. Moreover, hanging midges from an indicator didn’t seem to be working particularly well for
us either here. Maybe it was a situation where you had to match the food source exactly, but for whatever reason nobody from our
group got any takes this way. Most people had better luck fishing near the bottom of the deeper sections of the lake. Big streamers
and small nymphs seemed to be the ticket, stripped slowly, with the occasional short jerk to lift them off the bottom. Most agreed
the fish preferred brighter colors, but not too flashy. Ambers, oranges and reds seemed to be the popular colors choices for leaches and buggers size-10 though 6. The Red
Copper John also made several fans, as it proved to be a popular pattern throughout the day in size-16 and 14. As for equipment, some sort
of watercraft is required due to the weedy shoreline. Using a 4-5 weight fly rod matched to an intermediate full-sink seemed to work best.
Intermediate Sink-Tips and Type-II lines also performed well.
Every afternoon the monsoons would pass through like clockwork, forcing us to abandon the water for a couple hours. This time was
spent eating lunch, exploring the area or, for some, taking a quick cat nap. The fishing would then pick-up again around 5pm in the evening
till about dusk.
Saturday night Mark prepared an Italian feast consisting of Sausage & Pepper Baked Ziti, with salad and bread sticks, complete with
Cheese Cake for desert. After building up an appetite on the water, it definitely hit the spot.
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Carnero
Fishing at Carnero was another popular location, although, the lake was incredibly low and weedy. Several folks made the
comment they have never seen so much vegetation on the surface at Carnero, and this is really saying something considering this lake has a reputation for its high plant content. I personally never made it out past the weed line, which seemed to
never end. My legs became entangled in the weeds and after a brief run in with a garter snake that made its way onto my
pontoon boat, I decided I had had enough and turned back. This was unfortunate, because according to Greg Wilson the
dry fly fishing was pretty good for the rest of the afternoon. He and a few others reported landing several, 14 to 16-inch,
“Carnero Footballs.”

Lee Valley Reservoir
The water level at Lee Valley was down below the boat ramp and the fishing was non-existent. The couple guys that fished
Lee Valley didn’t have anything beyond that to report.

Crescent Lake
Apparently Crescent Lake was the hot place to be this weekend and obviously the word had gotten around. The lake was teaming with BIG healthy holdovers. There was also no shortage of anglers, fly or conventional bait fisherman alike. Rumor had it that Jack Dengel was putting on a clinic Saturday, as he
demonstrated how effective dangling a couple midges under an indicator can be. There were both Brook and Rainbow trout caught. A good size Brookie
was around 17 to 18-inches, while a few of the rainbows were pushing 4-pounds. Rainbows in the 3-pound class were not uncommon.
By Sunday, most of our group decided they needed to try their luck on Crescent; however, the bite was a lot slower than Saturday. A few guys did fairly
well in the couple hours we had, before heading back to the valley. Joe Staller discovered that a pheasant tail nymph could also be very effective under a
‘bobber’. Similar to Becker, the bigger fish were harder to get to the boat… again breaking off stout tippets with little strife. After having a couple fish get
the better of me, I managed to net a nice, thick, Crescent Rainbow. He took a Red Copper John trailing a big simi-seal leach. This fish made the trip for me.

Requirements for Fishing Becker Lake
You must have an Arizona State Fishing License with a Trout stamp. Becker special regulations include Catch & Release – Fly and Artificial Lure Only with Single
Barbless Hooks. No bait fishing is allowed.

Where to Stay

Rode Inn • 242 East Main Street • Springerville, Arizona 85938 • (928) 333-4365 • http://rodeinnmotels.com/springerville
Peggy, the motel manager, and the rest of the staff at the Rode Inn were friendly and accommodating. The rooms were clean, comfortable and adequately equipped. All
rooms included a free continental breakfast (starting at 4:30am) and complementary Wi-Fi. Most rooms featured flat panel televisions, refrigerators, microwaves and coffee
maker.

Where to Grab a Bite
“The Original” Los Dos Malinos • 900 East main Street • Springerville, Arizona 85938 • (928) 333-4846
The motto at Los Dos Molino’s is, “Some Like it hot.” And the food is as advertised – hot! If you like authentic Mexican fare that really brings the heat; you will not want to miss
this restaurant the next time you are in Springerville.

Additional information check out: http://desertfishbum.com/?p=4

White Mountain Lake Foundation
Update Summer 2012 • (9/2/11)
Summer is here along with the annual Monsoons. The White’s
have been receiving much needed moisture from the seasonal rains,
thankfully. Some of the lakes are low so the more rain the better….
bring it on.
The Becker Lake project is partially completed. Power, sanitation
facilities and pads have been cleared for lake host, Andrew Piazza.
Concrete pads for the trailers will eventually be poured, but have
been put on hold for now due to lack of manpower. The fires changed
priorities of the AZG&F Dept and understandably so. Possibly an automatic gate will be installed as well, but is still in the thought process
for now. Becker is in summer mode now, making it more difficult to
catch the rainbows. According to Kelly Meyers, AZG&F Fisheries
Biologist…. not to worry, they are still feeding and growing. This
coming Fall should be interesting as to how big the fish will get in
their second full year.
As of this writing we lost Nelson reservoir due to runoff from the
Wallow fire. Luna Lake ahs also suffered some minor die off. Not
sure of the cause, possibly from some ash from the fires or maybe
low oxygen content. This is an instance where possibly WMLF could
provide some aid in the future.
WMLF is currently on a fund raising mission to collect funds for
four portable aerator systems to be used by AZG&F for just such
problematic lakes. Each aerator system will run an estimated $25,000

• Gentry Smith at: design@gentrysmith.com

each so if you haven’t already joined…now is a good time. These
portable aerators will be used anytime a lake is in jeopardy of losing
fish due to lack of oxygen content in the water. It may save an entire
generation of trout and provide a better opportunity to catch bigger
trout the following season….our goal.
We have been hitting Crescent Lake the past few weeks, catching
some very respectable rainbows up to 21”-22”s and weighing up to 4
lbs. The Monsoon has been steadily hitting the area every afternoon
dumping large amounts of rain, helping to keep water temps at a respectable 64-65 degrees. The weeds are minimal for this time of year
and if the trend continues it looks as though summer kill should not
be a problem this year. Now if…and that’s a big if… Mother Nature
cooperates and provides ample snowpack….we are looking at 5-6 lb
rainbows by next Spring. It would be a great help to have the aerators
by this Fall….just in case SHE doesn’t cooperate.
WMLF has grown to around 105 members now. I want to thank
all current members for their support and generous donations. We
are always seeking new membership…individuals, clubs, businesses,
etc. If you know of someone who may be willing to help the cause….
direct them to our website at www.wmlf.org.
I hope your summer has already or will find you on some good
water. I look forward to the day when I can stay right here in Arizona
and have the opportunity to catch all the big fish I want.

John Rohmer
President WMLF

John can be reached at: jlrohmer@msn.com
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Intermediate Fly Tying • September 28, 2011
September Intermediate tying session will be focused on larger attractor dry fly patterns. We
will be tying Stimulators in numerous ways. Stimulators can be used to imitate hoppers, stone
flies and large dries.

Date: September 28, 2011 (fourth Wednesday of the month)
Location: 11213 S. 44th Street Ahwatukee
Time: 6:30pm to 9:00pm
Contact: Tom Horvath 602.768.7280
Bring your tools or give me a heads-up if you need them. Materials provided by DFC.
RECIPE PATTERN
Thread - 6/0
Hook - 3X long dry
Body - Dubbing of choice
Hackle - Brown or hackle of choice
Rib - Copper wire
Wing - Elk hair
Head - Dubbing of choice
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Return to Lees Ferry, Fish, Big Horn and “A River runs through it."

By Gary Walsh

It is not an easy drive, but better and quicker than the trip to the
San Juan. It was hot and the San Juan would have been cooler but
I don’t have friends at the San Juan and I have a family at Lees
Ferry from the Guides, Fly shop workers, the Chefs, the Waiters
and Waitress’ and extended family that work for Hatch River Expeditions. They all know me and I feel like Norm from Cheers when
I arrive.
As we motored up the river I am seeing something I have never
witnessed, no high water line. The river was the high line. Up river
there were next to no bars exposed for wading, so drifting would
be our plan for the day. When drifting or wading I have gone to the
use of switch rods for easy drifts, control of slack line and quick
return presentation after missed strikes or changing drift zones.
I was fishing with my nephew Robert who is older than his age due
to years as a detective on the Phoenix Police Bomb Squad and a
few years of college football. New to fly fishing I believed the 11’-0
switch rod would help Robert overcome some of the typical mistakes caused by inexperience. Indeed it did as he matched me fish
for fish throughout the day. I landed the biggest fish but Robert
had the big one that just never allowed us to see him above water.
Drifting over the pool and side bars of Dam Island always provides
the big one and usually the really big one that gets away.
Natalie Jensen was our guide and her energy helped to over
come my age and Robert numerous football and wrestling injuries
that has him moving at my speed, slow. Drifting identified areas
requires lost time to return to the top for another drift and Robert
and I both hooked up at least once on each drift making for 15 to
17 hookups for each of us. Landing numbers were around 12 each
which is not a bad percentage for the Colorado River at Lees Ferry.
After 6 hours on the water my arthritic hands desired to hold a
glass of scotch instead of a rod. Robert’s hip was taking its toll so
we slowly motored to the dock.
Believing life doesn’t get much better than we had experienced
we were again surprised by the biggest catch of the day. A large
¾ curl Big Horn Ram was lying in the shade of an overhang. We
turned off the motor and let the river drift us closer for a good
look. From his lying position he rose to challenge our presence, a
challenge we appreciated as we obviously meant no harm but appreciated his pose for the shot of the day. Attached you will see his
magnificence which makes my Rainbow even look smaller. I didn’t
think things could get any better for an old man but later that evening while returning from a friendly visit to Hatch River Expeditions, I was greeted along the trail by a young lady with a major
clothing malfunction. I just love those river running ladies. At that
moment the words of father Maclean came to me “I’d say The Lord
has blessed all today, it’s just that he’s been particularly good to me”.
Don’t let the heat or high water keep you from enjoying a truly
great experience and if you do say hi to my family that lives at Cliff
Dwellers and the Lees Ferry Anglers.
Gary Walsh
Ram photo courtesy of Terry Gunn who has a bigger and better camera than I do.

Discussions on a work outing have continued but have not settled on a project or date. Scouts have picked
up repairing the Mule Creek Exclosure as a merit badge project. They are still in early stages of coordination. An email blast will go out if they set a date before a newsletter can get out.
I tripped across another opportunity but will have to leave it up to individuals to follow up on due to
calendar conflicts. There is a nationwide ‘Public Lands Day’ on September 24. There are 20 plus projects on
the list in Arizona alone. See the details at:
http://www.publiclandsday.org/npld-sites/search?state=Arizona.
There are email and telephone numbers in each of the projects if you are interested in helping with one of them. If you see one that involving other club members
seems a good idea, send an email to me and I can spread the word. I talked with Micah Miller about one on Apache Sitgreaves – Clifton district for Trash pick up, bush
trimming, carpentry and painting. The project will be cancelled for this year’s‘ Public lands day due to conflict.
The Clifton district is the southeastern portion of Apache Sitgreaves - more or less adjacent to New Mexico and below rim. There are some projects that they would
like help with including trail repair and restoration of one or more of creeks that were damaged by fire this year. These could become a multi outing/ multi year project
for the club. I will get more send along ideas as either an email blast or future newsletter.
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BECKER LAKE
The decision to get out of the summer heat was a no brainer, but
our usual White Mountain retreat was delayed by the the Wallow Fire.
Not all of the 40 lakes and almost as many streams in the mountains
were touched by the fire. Some of the lakes and streams are in for battle to purge the ash that is in the watershed. Becker Lake was spared
and I must admit that the reports of BIG fish being caught at Becker
Lake, 28 miles east of Show Low near Springerville, AZ did influence
our decision.
We camped at the Rode Inn in Springerville which was 2 miles
from Becker Lake. The Inn was past prime, but comfortable, and
clean. It was better than most fishing accommodations, not a plush
resort, but several steps up from camping when the daily afternoon
rains hit. One evening we dined at Los Dos Molinos, a place famous
for it's hot, and really hot, spicy New Mexico style food. I had no
problems, but a few folks went on a scavenger hunt, after dinner looking for a TUMS smoothie, and were talking about a burning ring of
fire the next morning.
Becker Lake was built in 1880 and is one of the older lakes in the
White Mountains. The lake is 107 acres when full and the average
depth is 10 feet and a maximum depth of 21 feet. There were many
good weed lines that held big healthy fish. No camping is allowed at
the lake, but two nature trails allow bird watching and you can see
Mule Deer and Pronghorn Antelope in the grassy areas. While fishing I had an Osprey talking to me. He kept saying, “Cheap, Cheap,
Cheap.” He must have mistaken me for my brother.

by Vince Deadmond
Becker is managed as a trophy Rainbow trout lake. Barbless hooks
and catch and release are the rule, but you have the opportunity to
catch a larger than average size trout. I saw some 22 inch fish landed,
and heard of some spectacular escapes of 24 inch fish. One evening
after the afternoon rain and a nap, the lake was calm and the fish were
cooperative. During one fifteen minute period I caught two 19 inch
fat Rainbow and another 16 inch fish. Earlier in the day I fished for
4 hours and caught 4 small Blue Gill. Boat motors are restricted to
electric and 10 HP gas or less. The structure of the lake does not lend
it's self to shore fishing. I would recommend a U- boat or inflatable
pontoon boat to get next to the fish. Our group caught fish on a variety of flies: Wooly Buggers, and Semi Seal Leaches in a variety of colors, black, brown, orange, and red. Flash back Pheasant Tail Nymphs,
Damsels, and Red Copper Johns. At times the fishing was easy, other
times we were wondering if the fish had lock jaw.
Most lakes and streams are fishing good right now and will get better in late October and early November. The most affected areas due
to the Wallow Fire are the Little Colorado River and the Black River,
the Greer Lakes are having a bad time because of low water. My suggestion is to plan to fish the White Mountains until they freeze up.
Vince Deadmond The Fly Fishing Hardware Guy can be reached at Best
Hardware 237 N Apache Trail, Apache Junction, AZ, vince@ajbest.com
and at 480 082 7461.

A rubber band pistol was confiscated from algebra class because it was a weapon of math disruption.
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From Vince Deadmond’s
Fishing Journal August- 28th
...Went up Saturday Night then fished Sunday morning. Water was low
and clear Browns in the cut banks on Canyon Creek
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Two hats were hanging on a hat rack in the hallway. One hat said to the other, 'You stay here; I'll go on a head.

2011 DESERT FLY CASTERS
BOARD OF DIRECTORS

OUTINGS- 2011

Mike Yavello- President
Joe Staller-Vice President
Mark Lucht- Treasurer
Dave Hwang
(Back-up: Larry Kivela)- Secretary

Saturday, September 10, 2011 • 7am – Noon

Outings- Darin Taverna

November 11-13, 2011

Dececember 17, 2011 • (Tentative Date)

Programs- OPEN
Library
Gentry Smith

Host: Doc Nickel •
funnyfarm150@yahoo.com

Info: Gentry Smith at design@gentrysmith.com

The Links at Queen Creek

Hosts: Tom Horvath and Gentry Smith

October 20, 21, 22, 23, 2011

Annual...San Juan River Outing
Host: Charlie Rosser

call 602.768.7280

480-586-7163

Canyon Lake

Rocky Point

Time: 7am – noon

Retail - Larry Kivela

Videos & Books- Gentry Smith
Raffles- Don Morgan
Newsletter Editor/Graphics Guru
Robert McKeon
Website Administrator
Bill Batchelor
Member at Large
Doc Nickel & Joe Miller
Web Address Site
http://www.desertflycasters.com
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Desert Fly Casters
PO Box 42252
Mesa, AZ 85274-2252

Conservation- Bob Harrison
TU/FFF Liaison- Bob Harrison
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Education
John Mayer & Charlie Rosser

club Meeting
See ya at the 14, 2011
September

Membership- Dave Weaver
(Also- Newsletter distribution)

